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BF-9:

PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2002 FOR THE COUNTY OF
MAUl (c.C. Nos. 99-305, 00-140, 00-222, 01-25, 01-26, 01-47 and 01-70, and three MISC.
Communications)

CHAIR HOKAMA: The Council's Committee on Budget and Finance will come to order. At this time,
Lana'i, good evening and welcome to our Council's budget review. Let me introduce to you
the members that are here this evening, to all of you ... to my right and your left. First, we
have Council member Robert Carroll from East Maui and Mr. Carroll is the Chairman of the
Economic ... uh . .. Human Services and Economic Development Committee. Next to
Mr. Carroll is Mr. Alan Arakawa from the Kahului District and he is the Chairman of our Land
Use Committee, which takes into account the ... uh ... land use applications like, such as
zoning, conditional use permits. And next to him is Ms. Jo Anne Johnson. She is from the
West Maui District and Jo Anne is in charge of our Parks Committee. Next to her is
Mr. Dain Kane from Wailuku District and Mr. Kane is in charge of the Committee of the Whole.
And if you're wondering what that does ... uh ... Mr. Kane has the catch can of everything.
He handles claims and litigations filed against the County of MauL He deals with the Police
Department, Fire Department ... uh ... and the Prosecutors, our attorneys and he has a big
... uh ... quite a big load for us. To my far left and to your far right is Ms. Charmaine Tavares
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and she's from Upcountry Maui and she's in charge of our Planning Committee. Next to her is
Mr. Michael Molina from Pai'a-Ha'iku Region and Mr. Molina is in charge of our large Public
Works and Transportation Committee. And next to me is the Chairman of the County Council,
Mr. Pat Kawano and his district is the island of Moloka'i. Supporting our efforts tonight, we
have Richelle Kawasaki Lu our Staff Analyst and Staff Attorney; and next to her is Pauline
Martins our Committee Secretary. And earlier, that was Mr. Myles Inokuma from the Mayor's
Office, in the back. Just because they're Administration, they're not in the back for that reason.
But we have ... urn ... let's see Richard Minatoya, Deputy Corporation Counsel for the
County of Maui, next to Mr.lnokuma. And to Myles's left--your ... farthest from you--is
Mr. Ken Fukuoka who is the Director of our Council Services Office. And also here this
evening, we have the Director of the Public Works Department and that is Mr. David Goode.
We have the Director of our Parks Department and that is Mr. Floyd Miyazono. And also with
us this evening from our Police Department is Assistant Chief Ivan Takitani. So we have quite
a good of ... uh ... representation of the County here this evening. Okay, Lana'i, you
basically have more or less three minutes to present your testimony. Don't feel nervous. Just
say it in your own way in your own style. We are not here to question you. We are here to
listen to you and what you think about the Mayor's proposed budget. So just take your time.
Please state your name, for the record, and tell us what you think and that's, that's all there is
to testifying before us this evening. Okay, first this evening, we'll start with the Reverend Mike
Gannon.

. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

MR. GANNON: Thank you. My name is Reverend Michael Gannon. I'm the Pastor at First
Assembly of God and I would like to thank you for coming this evening. Since I've been on
Lana'i for three years, I have the good fortune of being involved with the Coalition for a
Drug-Free Lana'i. They do excellent work. Formerly, when I lived in Maui for ten years, I was
a drug and alcohol counselor for the DOE for seven years and ... urn ... since moving here,
got involved with them. They do ... uh ... many programs with the Lana'i Youth Center
... uh ... young children. They're constantly doing camping trips and overnighters to help
children curb their boredom and ... uh ... one of the excellent things that I think about the
program is that in their prevention efforts, they've involved the whole community. They have a
large broad based population of members and ... uh ... really are active in the community in
events and they do wonderful work and so I ask you to support their ... urn . .. grant
application. I think it was for $55,000. And the other thing that I do, I'm a Maui County Police
Chaplain and I would like to speak in favor of the new Police Department and ... uh ...
congratulate the Mayor on including that in his budget. I think it's long overdue. I know
several years ago, they were trying to get it on the docket and for some reason we spent the
money but ... uh ... we really do need it. I know our Police Officers would breath a sigh of
relief as well we WOUld. So thank you for your consideration of those two matters.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you, Reverend Gannon. Any questions for Reverend Gannon?
Seeing none, the next person is Melonie Pascua.
MS. PASCUA: Hi. My name is Melonie Pascua. I have been an employee at Keiki 0 Lana'i
Preschool for three years. I really enjoy working with young children. My opportunity goals is
to become early childhood teacher. I have been attending workshops, conferences and also
college classes to future my education in childhood. I think our preschool has very high quality
program at, and it really ... benefit the children of Lana'i. We are a nonprofit our.. ,
organization and we apply all the donations so we can keep providing a quality program for all
of Lana'i children. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Melonie. Any questions for Melonie? Seeing none, thank you. Next,
we have Kris Kahihikolo.
MS. KAHIHIKOLO: Good evening Maui County Council members. Thank you for taking the time to
come to the island of Lana'i to listen to the needs of our small community. My name is Kris
Kahihikolo and I'm currently the Program Administrator at E Malama I Na Keiki 0 Lana'i
Preschool. Our preschool program is a licensed, Nationally Accredited and Federally and
State registered as a nonprofit organization. Our main goal is to provide a safe, nurturing,
developmentally appropriate preschool that is affordable for all of Lana'i's children ages two
through six. The preschool's governed by a volunteer board of directors. It is served by
interested parents and community members. The program is also staffed by eight employees
and six of which are working towards degrees in early childhood education through MCC and
PATCH. Our successes at Keiki 0 Lana'i continue to progress with each passing day. We
maintain full enrollment with a waitlist. We are also happy to announce that we recently have
gone through the reaccredidation process as this prestigious recognition has been achieved by
only 7 percent of the early childhood programs nationwide. The National Association for the
Education of Young Children Accreditation is a rigorous voluntary process by which the early
childhood programs demonstrate that they meet national standards of excellence. Because
our program is nationally accredited, we need to maintain a high level of quality of standards.
All of the teachers and aunties that work directly with the children have dedicated themselves
to taking early childhood classes for the last two years. We will all be taking another class
from MCC in the month of September. With this in mind, the preschool has even more
qualified teachers who work 11 months out of the entire year. Therefore, we need to bring the
wages up to competitive level to ensure that we can keep the required number of employees
and not lose them to higher paying jobs. I cannot stress to you--and the other members of the
Maui County Council--the importance of ensuring the successful operation of Lana'i's only
preschool facility. We have recently built extended lofts in each of our classrooms to help
increase the amount of space for the children. Yet the rate at which the community of Lana'i is
growing, we will need a new building in the near future. We've been fund raising to try and
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maintain teachers' salaries but this has become very difficult as we have become so busy with
the day-to-day operation of the preschool. We also understand that the families of Lana'i have
limited income and resources to survive from day to day. This is the reason we choose not to
raise our tuition. Because the preschool has proven to be a worthwhile and viable part of this
community, I ask for your continued support for the fiscal year and the one to come. I would
also like to thank you for your time and your attention in the past to the needs of Keiki 0 Lana'i
Preschool. Without your help and assistance, the program would not be able to provide the
quality care and education to Lana'i's youngest residents. I also would ask, at this time, for the
monetary support for the hardworking early childhood educators of Maui County as well.
Please continue your funding for PATCH and the Maui County Resource Team, as both of
these organizations have helped Keiki 0 Lana'i with in-service training opportunities and
professional resources. I also have testimony that was given to me on behalf of the
Department of Education from their special needs' teachers. Is it appropriate for me to read it
at this time?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Go ahead.
MS. KAHIHIKOLO: Thank you. Sorry--this is falling. Okay. (NOTE: She is referring to the
microphone stand) Okay. This is a verbal testimony, actually--that I will be reading to
you--from Patti Tholen, who is currently the Preschool Special Education Coordinator for Maui
County. It says Maui County Council members--as the Preschool Coordinator for the Maui
Department of Special Education, I've had the privilege of working closely with the staff of
E Malama I Na Keiki 0 Lana'i Preschool. The Department of Education has partnered with
Lana'i Preschool in order to provide quality preschool education to all children, including the
children identified with special needs. E Malama I Na Keiki 0 Lana'i Preschool is one of the
best examples of excellence in early childhood education in Maui District. They have
generously shared their expertise and opened their doors to serve preschool children with
special needs on Lana'i. These children have been given the opportunity to be included in
their community preschool and educated along with their peers in a rich, stimulating
environment. Without this partnership and the dedication of the Lana'i Preschool staff, our
children with special needs would not have had the experience of an inclusive educational
setting. Please continue to support the E Malama I Na Keiki 0 Lana'i Preschool, as they
provide quality early childhood education for all children. (NOTE: The microphone stand fell
again) I ... (chuckled) ... sorry brah, I don't know how to do that. (NOTE: A man from the
audience adjusted it) Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Anything else, Kris?
MS. KAHIHIKOLO: No, thank you, sir. I just wanted to know if you had any questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay members, any questions for Kris this evening? Ms. Johnson?
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: How much are you asking for in your grant request?
MS. KAHIHIKOLO: $65,000.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
MS. KAHIHIKOLO: You're welcome.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any other questions for Kris this evening? If not, thank you very much.
MS. KAHIHIKOLO: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: And Kris ... uh ... those of you that are reading off a prepared text--if after you're
done--if you would please leave a copy with our staff. So that they can ensure that it's
... uh ... distributed to all the members. Okay. Thank you very much, Kris. Next is Sandy
Patterson.
MS. PATTERSON: Hello, Council. (NOTE: The microphone stand fell again and it was at her waist
level)
CHAIR HOKAMA: ... (inaudible) ... the mic and ... (inaudible) ...
MS. PATTERSON: ... (chuckled) ...
ALL: ... (chuckled) .. .
CHAIR HOKAMA: ... (chuckled) . .. Okay.
(NOTE: Ms. Kawasaki adjusted the mic stand)
CHAIR HOKAMA: You know, to ma .. , to make it maybe so you can help one another. Why don't all
of you that would like to speak on preschool program, come on up. And you can follow one
another and ... just state your name when it's your turn but you can all help and ... uh ...
encourage one another.
MS. PATTERSON: Hello, County Council members. My name is Sandy Patterson and I teach
kindergarten here at Lana'i High and Elementary. I'm here tonight not only as an educator but
also as a parent. I have a four-year-old son who attends the preschool. He's been attending
for two years and ... um ... I just wanted to say that the preschool here on Lana'i is very
essential to our community. It's the only one we have. If it doesn't get funding, we don't have
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anywhere to send our children--our young children--and that would cause me either to leave
the island of Lana'i or quit teaching, which I wouldn't want to do. So, I think it's very important
that we continue to support the preschool here. I believe that the first three to five years of
· .. urn ... are the most critical in a child's education and just like you're building a house--the
foundation is the most important thing. It's the same thing with young children. You really
need a strong support to ensure that later learning ... urn ... occurs. The preschool has
· .. urn ... they're marked by--the preschool children are marked by physical, intellectual, and
emotional developmental needs. And ... urn ... I just addressed a few of these that I think
the preschool here on Lana'i does a very good job at ... urn ... at least, for my child. The
first one is curiosity. And children are naturally curious but they need stimulization [sic] to keep
that to keep that curiosity growing. The preschool provides activities in different academic
areas, like science and art, that stimulates their brain and it keeps their minds open and
questioning about the world around them. And if a child comes to me in kindergarten and he
has that curiosity intact, it makes my job a lot easier as a kindergarten teacher. And the other
one is ... urn . .. developmental of, development of their different interests. And the
preschool teachers, they read aloud to the children everyday and this is just so critical to their
· .. urn ... to their beginning reading. If a child is learning how to read, they really need to
have be .. , have heard those books read aloud everyday and a lotta the parents don't read or
don't have time to read to their children everyday. So the preschool provides that for our
young children and it's very important. Also, at the preschool, they provide many opportunities
for them to scribble and to draw and to explore the use of pa .. , adding ... making their
marks--whether it be with mud or ... (chuckled) ... paint or however. And they're exploring
their first marks on paper and this ... it seems like such a simple of a thing. But when they get
to kindergarten, if they've already explored all those uses of markers and crayons and pencil,
later they understand and they're--it's easier to teach them to write the conventional way of
lettering. They need that experience. You know, a lotta children come to preschool and they
haven't had that opportunity to use tools to write with and so the preschool provides so many
opportunities for our young children in Lana'i. So, they're ready to learn when they come to
kindergarten. And the last thing--which is really important--is language development. Before a
child learns how to read or write, he must know how to speak. And so most of the language
that a child learns by three years of age is the language that he uses in everyday conversation
all through his life. So, that's saying a lot for language development for the younger child. So
it's ... urn ... the aunties at the preschool, they talk to the children. The children talk to each
other. The ... urn ... the children talk to the aunties and the teachers, and the teachers talk
amongst each other. So, it provides a rich environment for hearing the ... the language and
the vocabulary and when they come to preschool, they have a real strong vocabulary and
they're ready to speak and if they can speak it--if they can say it--then it's easier to teach them
to read it and write it. And just in closing, I would like to say that the Keiki 0 Lana'i
Preschool--I can't say that big ... the whole name ... (chuckled) ... not as nicely as Kris. But
· .. urn ... I just want to say for my child, he has gi.., they've given him gifts--precious
gifts--every day he goes. They care for him and ... urn . . . and he loves his teachers in
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return. And they read and they talk and they play and they sing everyday with my son. And
they discipline him when he needs it ... (chuckled) . .. and ... urn . .. they answer his
questions and they nurture him. And the most important thing is they, they ... urn ... they're
important significant others in my son's life--and I don't have immediate family here in Lana'i. I
don't have a close-knit group of relatives. So, this is extremely important to me and I really
appreciate the jobs that the teachers do at the school; and I hope that you will ... urn ...
consider their grant proposal and grant them the money they need. And thank you for letting
me ... urn ... give my thanks and talk to you. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Sandy. Any questions for Sandy?
microphone stand fell again) That's fine. Sandy, thank you.
speak up next for the preschool?

If not, okay. (NOTE: The
Okay. Who wants to come

MS. SHIN: My name is Gail Shin and I'm a teacher at E Malama I Na Keiki 0 Lana'i Preschool. And
I'm here tonight on behalf of Felecia Shin, who is our Board President and I'd like to read a
letter from her. She says--my name is Felecia Shin. I apologize that I'm not here tonight due
to other commitments. On behalf of E Malama I Na Keiki 0 Lana'i Preschool, as a Board
President and a parent of four children--ages 17, 14, 6 and 4--1 would like to share with you
that all of my four children attended this preschool and I cannot begin to tell you the impact it
has made for my children and for me as a parent. There is definitely a need for available
affordable, high-quality early care and education services for families with young children here
on Lana'i and this is what the preschool offers. What children learn between infancy and
starting kindergarten is the foundation for the rest of their intellectual development. Quality
early childhood programs make significant differences for children's success in school and
later as adolescents and young adults. It's very important in investing in quality early
childhood programs. It's essential to recognize and acknowledge how fortunate we are to live
in Maui County. Over the past, our Maui County government has provided financial
contributions to our County's early childhood system and E Malama I Na Keiki 0 Lana' i
Preschool is one of the many programs that are County-funded. I would like to take this time
to thank our County Council and Mayor for the past funding support and to remind you that you
are making an important investment because early childhood is where our future begins. To
ask your continual support for our early childhood program here on Lana'i. Thank you, Felecia
Shin.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Gail. Any questions for Ms. Shin? Seeing none, thank you. Who'd
like to be next?
MS. LAW: Good evening. My name is Karen Law and my husband and I are both teachers. So,
we're here supporting our teachers and we are also here as a parent. Our young daughter
sitting over there is a first-year attendee at the preschool and she loves to go to school every
morning. It is a joy. I do not have to drag her out of bed. She wants to go and see aunties
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and play with all her friends. This is so important. This is our first year on Lana' i and we made
a major transition--taking our children from Nebraska and bringing 'em back to Hawai'i--and
the preschool has made such a positive impact on bringing our daughter Kelly up to speed and
acceptance that this is home and we really hope that you support the school. The aunties are
amazing with their energy and their love and their patience with all the children. I see it
everyday when I walk into the school and everyday when I pick up my child. Every child is
happy when they walk in that door and they're happy when they leave. They don't always
want to leave and that's a good sign. They are well taken care of. They are learning. They
are being prepared to enter public school. I feel our daughter has one more year and she will
be very ready for kindergarten at that time. I want to thank you for your support, in the past, of
this wonderful school on this island and I hope that you continue to support them. And so for
one teacher supporting our other teachers, who are ready to go on our vigil, I hope you all
support us too. Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Karen. Next ... for the preschool?
MS. NAFUS: Aloha. Welcome to Lana'i. My name is Carol Nafus and I wear a few different hats.
The first hat is that I am a Vice President for Hawaii State Parent Teacher Student Association.
I work everyday on the behalf of children ... um ... through their health, safety, and education
to make Hawai'i's children in a safe place. More importantly, I'm here tonight because I'm
Frankie's mom. Frankie attends Keiki 0 Lana'i Preschool. Frankie loves Preschool. I
can--what Karen just said is exactly what happens. I pick him up and he says, "oh not now
mom, can you come back later". It's really a wonderful place. As ... when I lived in California,
I was a .,. uh ... California certified Early Childhood Education Teacher--Preschool
Teacher/Director. I know the importance of early childhood education. It's important for you to
know that I do not send my child to the preschool for childcare, that I send him their for quality
education to prepare him for the lifetime learning that he is going to, you know, that's gonna
happen to him. So, I thank you very much for your continued support of Keiki 0 Lana'i
Preschool. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Carol. Anyone else that's speaking on Keiki 0 Lana'i
Preschool this evening? Seeing none, thank you very much for being here this evening with
us. Okay. We'll continue with the ... rest of the testimony on other programs. And we'll ask
Waynette Ho-Kwon to please come up.
MS. HO-KWON: Aloha, everyone. I'm Waynette Ho-Kwon, representing the Aloha Festivals for the
island of Lana'i. We are a nonprofit organization whose mission statement is to preserve and
perpetuate Hawaiian culture and to celebrate Hawai'i's diverse customs, traditions and the
aloha spirit. First of all, Aloha Festivals would like to thank the Council for their past donations
and their contributions and we would also like to, especially, thank Councilman Riki Hokama
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and Councilman Pat Kawano for their continued support ... and also ask the County of Maui
for this year's support in the amount of $10,000. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Waynette. Any questions for ... Ms. Ho-Kwon? Seeing none, thank
you very much. Mr. Ron McOmber?
MR. MCOMBER: Good evening, again. My name is Ron McOmber. As you saw today in our brief
walkthrough on the two projects ... urn ... first of all, I'd like to comment on the police station.
For the record, we need it desperately. We need more room for the officers and so anything
we can do to enhance that, we need to do that. I said that earlier and it's just ... uh ... on the
official records now.
The second item that you have on the capital improvement program here is the Lana'i
Multipurpose Community Center. What's amazing about this is we saw it for the first time
as--some of us in the community--Saturday, when the Mayor brought it over. It needs to come
before this community. The community needs to see it and have some input on it. There's a
need for it but I'm not sure the location that they're talking about is the right one. If we're
gonna take the youth center that's in the middle of the Dole Park, which is compatible to most
of the activities in this town, then we should have it somewhere within the confines of the city.
It can be just as beautiful and just as big and just as ... uh ... as well developed as the plans
I saw. It's a good concept. There was a couple of questions were brought up about it--size of
rooms. There were two rooms in there that were ... urn ... were folding cots, that there was
a couple comments from the advisory board that, that, those rooms could be made bigger. So
if we're gonna do it, let's do it in a ... in a grand size and also do it within the confines of the
city. Let's not push the community clear outside of the, the bounds of our community.
The other is, you've got road improvements. The comment Saturday to the Mayor was if
you're gonna do road improvements or if you're gonna do any kind of rework in our city--our
roads were just done prior, just ... just a few years ago but they look like hell because people
come in and cut across the roads and the contractors were not held accountable. They didn't
come back and finish the patching jobs right. Now, we've got--especially with my electric car, it
really takes a hell of a beating out there on some of those roads.
Support the Main Street Association. I know it's ... uh ... it's a touchy subject. I know there's
a lotta money, money is ... is really tight but they're coming to Moloka'i and Lana'i now and I
think it's a, it's an important association for the community.
Drug intervention--support it. The Weed and Seed Program ... urn ... we even talked to the
Mayor about getting some Federal monies maybe to do dog intervention on drugs on both the
boat and the airplanes. We need more support.
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Support our youth. You've heard this from the Keiki 0 Lana'i and you're gonna hear it again
and again. Support our youth and support our seniors. They're not here tonight. Usually, they
have a contingency of people here to talk ... and they're not here but it's not because they're
not with us. The two major people in this island is the senior citizens and our youth. The rest
of us in between, we'll make it.
Again, the 4x4 water truck. If you looked when you flew in, it's really dry again. And where--if
Moloka'i's in a fourth year, Lana'i certainly is in a fourth-year drought ... and we're hurting.
And we could have some terrible range fires here pretty soon because the grasses that we've
got in that real rainy siege--whatever they got 30 inches of rain--is now turning to dry rice-slicky
grass.
You saw something today that we haven't seen in months and that is a very well organized
and cleaned up rubbish pile. You guys should come more often. Maybe ... (chuckled) ...
maybe, we'd have more attention to it. It's kind of out of the way. Everybody forgets about it
except for the three or four guys that work there ... and the, and the community that has to
take their garbage down there and has to go by and see it on a daily basis when we live and
work in that area. Tourists don't see it as a general rule but we do. It's where we take our
rubbish. They need electricity and they need water. I strongly, strongly urge you to look at,
find us monies to move where the community plan has asked for which is the, is the quarry
area. The new police station is a must.
Support--and you folks did support 'em tonight--you came over on Pacific Wings. Again, you
act like I'm, I'm part of Pacific Wings but Pacific Wings has been a godsend to us. Get the
County to buy ... all the inspectors to buy tickets on Pacific Wings. If they can get p.o.'s for
that, that would help ... 'cause our inspectors come over here--inspect in the morning and get
on the 1 o'clock flight and head back to Honolulu to head back to MauL A lot of our inspectors
don't spend a whole day here and we're shortchanged. So if Island Air is not gonna support
us, we need the small airlines like Pacific Wings like you guys flew on in a charter tonight. And
see if we can't get the County to buy new p.o.'s for that because it would help keep 'em in
business, so that the rest of us residents can have something to fly on. We're slowly but surely
symmerically [sic] being removed from the, from the market of being able to fly whenever we
want to 'cause the planes are booked or most of the time overbooked. So, we have a terrible
problem with that--getting on and off of Lana'i whenever we want to--and in the case of
emergency, it's almost impossible. Thank God for the ferry and thank God for Pacific Wings.
And again, thank you for coming. Thank you for your inspections today and I appreciate it and
we'll see you later. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. McOmber. Next, we'll have Sterling, Chanelle and Anna. You
guys wanna come up together with ... uh ... Christine--you wanna come bring them up, so
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you guys can all come up together? Helen? (NOTE: A pause while they all approach the mic)
Please. So state, state your name in the mic and you can read what you have.
MR. LOPES: My name is Sterling Lopes. Good evening Councilman Hokama and County Council.
My name is Sterling Lopes. I enjoy going to the youth center. Because we have a lot of
activities indoors and it gets very crowded, our center is too small. We would like to see a teen
center so our teens won't be intimidated by all of us little guys. If the teens would come to the
center now, we really would be overcrowded. Almost every center or boys and girls club I've
been to have a new building. Don't get me wrong. I am thankful for what we have here. But I
still say we need a new and bigger building. Please consider my request and thank you.
MS. CASTILLO: Hi, my name is Anna Castillo and--hi, Councilman Hokama and County Council. My
name is Anna Castillo and I go to the youth center everyday to do my homework and
participate in all the activities. We have a lot of youth that comes to the center and it gets
really crowded. Our youth center is too small and we would like to have a bigger and new
building and ... to put it in the middle of the town's square if, if this is possible. Why the town's
square? So everyone, who comes by, could come in and see what the center have for their
children. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MS. VILA: I'm Chanelle Vila. Good evening Councilman Hokama and County Council. My name is
Chanelle Vila. I have been to the youth center only one month and I really enjoy all of the
activities. And one day soon, we will be having our new computers and I don't know where
they will put it ... but I'm pretty sure we will find a place for it. Our center is too small. At
times, it gets pretty crowded. I am here tonight to ask you to consider a bigger building for us.
We have a lot of indoor activities as well as outdoor. Thank you for your concern.
AUDIENCE: '" (applause) ...
MS. COSTALES: Thank you. I'm Chris Costales. I'm the new Executive Director for the Lana'i
Youth Center. And after being there for three months, I am very excited for the direction that
I'm going at and I really thank you for the previous years that you have supported the youth
center. It is like a main resource center for our children and for ... um ... older teens.
However, our building is becoming small. We're very excited that we've been able to provide a
lot more services and activities to our children. We've been simultaneously doing activities
indoor and outdoor to accommodate the amount of kids that are coming to the center. The
capacity of our building is ... um ... I would say like 45 and right now our membership is up to
78. Our goal was to reach 60 at the ending of June and we are now just exceeding that
amount. So ... um ... our staff--we're fully staffed. However, like I said, we're doing
simultaneous activities--indoors and out. And we've been building up a lot of self-esteem in
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our kids and they're very excited to come everyday. And ... uh ... one of my kids said
... urn ... two of the kids were kind of ... uh ... grounded because they weren't doing their
chores--they wanted to come to the youth center right away. Anyway, your support in
continuing the funding for the youth center is very important. It pays for our staff and our
benefits and what we're doing also is trying to apply for other grants and finding ways to build
up our foundation and that's the direction that I want to build ... urn ... the board of directors
towards. It is not so much being so dependent fully on the County grant but trying to build that
foundation for longevity of our youths of Lana'i. So, that's what I want to see and thank you for
your support.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chris. Any questions for Ms. Costales? Hi, Helen.
MS. TABURA: Hi.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Come.
MS. TABURA: Hi, good evening. My name is Helen Tabura. I'm the Program Coordinator. And I'm
very happy to work with Chris and all these kids. Our program has really improved. Like I
said, we're overwhelmed with kids. We are collaborating more and more with the Boys and
Girls Club of Maui--the youth centers on Maui. And a lot of the things that we do with them,
they're willing to collaborate with us now. And like I said--everybody else said--our center is
too small and we would like to have a big center. And like Sterling had mentioned, every time
we go on an excursion, we get to go into other youth centers such as, Upcountry--the Boys
and Girls Club. They have rooms for everything that they do. And we try to do--our target right
now is to focus on .. , urn ... Power Hour, which is homework time, and we don't have
enough room. And it was nice enough for the Parks and Recreation give us back three hours
a day of our old youth center, so we could take those kids in there. So we can, at least, not
have the noise and concentrate on what they're doing. We also have a reading club right now.
We just started this. We also have volunteers from the people that live in the villa. We had
... uh ... we had some money to support this reading club because our kids--actually, when
we, I started doing Power Hour, I found out a lotta the kids can't read. So now, hopefully, this
program will work and I'm pretty sure, you know, doing ... uh ... homework, the parents are a
little bit more involved. Because a lotta times when we do a lotta program like that, it's hard to
find volunteers. And now that I can, I have a lotta time, we can do a one-on-one with the
parents. So I thank you for supporting us and giving us a little bit more money for next year.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Helen. Any questions for Ms. Tabura? Seeing none, thank you very
much. You folks did very well this evening.
MR. LOPES: Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Very good--Sterling, Chanelle, and Anna. We thank you for coming this evening.
Next, we will have Mr. Ross Uedoi.
MR. UEDOI: Good evening Council members. My name is Ross Uedoi. I am the band teacher here
at Lana'i High and Elementary School. This is my second year here. I am here speaking as a
teacher and as a musician. I am a former member of the Maui Symphony Orchestra and have
been asked to speak upon their behalf. Rather than bore you with all the reports and studies
of how music education and arts education is important to our children and to any education, I
am here to share about what this arts education has done for me. I'll start off with that. I am,
I've been born on Maui, raised on Maui. I've lived in Maui County all my life except for the four
brief years I went to the University of Hawai'i at Manoa to get my Bachelors of Education in
Music. Being on Maui, being a musician, I was very frustrated in intermediate school because
I did not get as much attention as I'd like. I did not get to learn as much as I wanted to and my
parents were forced to help me try and find private teachers. Being that we had no
professional orchestra, no professional musicians on the island, it was very difficult. After a
couple years of search, they were able to find a music teacher who taught private lessons.
Upon that, I was able to actually further my education and get better at my skill and my craft.
And ... and when I got into high school, I eventually was able to get another teacher after my
old teacher moved away and this teacher was a part of the Maui Symphony Orchestra. And
eventually, it allowed me to work and play with the orchestra and do gigs on the side during the
off-season and eventually to become a full member of the symphony orchestra, playing during
the in-concert season. I played with them for three seasons. During a very troublesome
time--as they tried to transition from a community orchestra into an also professional group--I
had to go off the island of Maui. I had to go to Honolulu in order to get other musical
experiences. On Maui, we do not have a solo and ensemble contest. We do not have many
music festivals that allow our students to participate to challenge themselves to improve their
musicianship. We have a lot of talented students with a lot of musical skills in the islands. In
Maui County, especially, I've seen and worked with lots of 'em everyday but their exposure to
music is so limited. Their exposure to opportunities to actually play and further themselves
and challenge themselves are very limited out here, especially out here on Lana'i. We have
only one school. The kids don't get to here other students play. If my kids are lucky, they get
to go to Maui to hear and participate in the district music festival every April, which we hope
we'll be able to go again if we are not on strike. The orchestra, while very small, has taken a
lot of steps to become more professional in nature and move away from a community group.
They've offered me a lot of support in finding appropriate, in finding teachers--musical
teachers. As my group teachers eventually all left the island, one after another, we were stuck
with trying to find other teachers for me and with the support of the symphony, I was able to
find new teacher on Oahu who was able to help my a lot. They supported me a lot and
allowed me to actually get the experience I needed to become the musician that I am. I've
played with the Honolulu Youth Symphony. I've played with the Honolulu Youth Symphony
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Concert Orchestra. I've played with the Maui Symphony. I was a member of the United States
Collegiate Wind Band and as a Sophomore going on to a--I'm sorry--as a Junior going on to a
Senior in high school, I traveled and toured through Europe for three weeks with a, with a
collegiate-level band composed of students from across the United States. All of these
experiences, I could not do without the support and the help from the Maui Symphony
Orchestra. Even though they are very struggling at that time as a community group, they were
able to give me whatever support that they could. I know that you have been very supportive
of them. I know money is hard and arts education and support is very difficult but I'd like you
to help them out in any way as possible. As they strive to become a professional or.. ,
professional group, the opportunities that they have to improve arts education for our students
will also increase. On Oahu, the youth symphonies, they do concerts for all the schools--public
schools--once a year and they are able to book NBC and bring in all the schools to play in
three or four concerts. The Honolulu Symphony also does similar acts with ... uh ...
conjunction, in conjunction with the University of Hawai'i Wind Ensemble and they bring in the
local schools to play ... or they can actually go out to the schools and play for them and give
the kids exposure that they need. Once, and with this group becoming a more professional
group, they can, they're ... uh ... have that opportunity to also expand their influence and
expand that exposure to the students and the members of Maui County--not only to Maui but
also out to Moloka'i and Lana'i also--which would be great, which would be of real great
importance to our students. That they, at least, get the exposure to what else is out there in
their arts education. So, I would like to thank you again for this time and please--thank you for
your support of the symphony and the arts--and please do ... I encourage you to help them
out in any way that you can. Okay, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ross. Any questions for Ross? Thank you very much, Ross. Next is
Mr. John Ornellas.
MR. ORNELLAS: Budget Chair Hokama and Council members ... um ... I--too bad Lum left--but
I've heard that, that fire engine thing for the last 11 years. Please fund it. ... (chuckled) ... I
don't want to hear it 12, 13, 15,20 years from now. You've heard from all the preschool, the
Aloha Festivals, the senior programs. These are all programs that you have funded in the
past. We ask that you continue to fund them.
Some of the new things that are on the docket is ... uh ... your CIP. We have ... uh ...
Lana'i as being s .. , hopefully--with your approval--we'li be getting a new rec center. We got a
chance to look at the plans ... um ... last Saturday. I sit on, I sit on the ... uh ... the
Mayor's AdviSOry for Lana'i and it looked great. This community definitely needs one. The
only thing I ask is that we make it just a little bit bigger. The meeting room, the ... uh ... the
dormitories side. They, I think they have two different restrooms. One for the women, one
for--I'm sorry--for the ... the dormitory is one girls, one boys. If we can add another couple
toilets and a couple showers, that will, that WOUld, definitely, help that building. We don't want
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to come back ten years from now asking to make this thing bigger. So, let's do it now and so
that way, it would be done. I want to thank the Council and the Mayor and Floyd for getting the
5th Street tennis courts and basketball courts up and running. Riki did a ... uh ... did a great
job. We are--it's not finished yet. We need lights and we need to finish off the windscreens.
And recently because of the MIL, we've now moved the MIL tennis from Manele Bay
Hotel--which is destroying their courts--and we brought the matches up into town. We don't
have any bleachers .. .(end of tape, start 18)... that's one thing that we need for both the
County courts here--over here by the ... (inaudible) ... gym--and also at the 5th Street. You
don't need, you don't need 20. You just need--like the little league has those metal bleachers,
you know--one set of each for each side. That way people can sit and watch.
The new police station is another CIP project. We, definitely, need one and we need it really
quick. In the past, it's ... uh ... the tourist would go by and say, "oh how quaint--nice little
police station". Now, they're just starting to laugh. So, you know, our police officers need ...
need more respect. ... (chuckled) ... They need a real building. So if you can get them one,
that'd be great. And also the ... uh ... the community has really ... uh ... fallen on to
... uh ... support the Weed and Seed Program here on Lana'i. I think this is the first place
outside of Honolulu that's actually doing it or, or trying to do it. We actually, we definitely would
need your support for that.
In the very near future, the Maui County Dental Alliance may come to you to be partnerships, a
partnership with the State in building a dental clinic on Maui. As you know by all the reports in
the newspapers and at the Legislature, Maui, Moloka'i and Lana'i--Lana'i has the worst dental
health in the nation. We have 40 percent of our children at school ... urn ... have at least
5.4 cavities in their mouth. Moloka'i is not that, not that far behind us. On Maui ... uh ... the
problem on Maui is that their access for Quest Medicaid ... patients for those ... uh ... those
people, they don't have access to dental, dental health. So what--there's a group, Maui--the
Maui Dental Alliance is trying to do is they are trying to find a stand-alone dental clinic.
St. Francis has the mobile clinic. They're right now trying to increase their ... urn ... their
patients. The problem is that they only have one dentist that's only on ... uh . . . on a
... uh . . . basically, I think once a week. So it's a, it's a two-prong attack. We want
someplace where people can actually walk up and go in and sit down and then the mobile
clinic then can go to the outlying areas to provide education and to do emergency work while
they're out there. So, we're working very hard to, to have something like that for Maui County.
That's about it. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Ornellas. Next is Mr. Todd Winston.
MR. WINSTON: Aloha, good evening, Council members. I'm Todd Winston. I'm Director of Resort
Sales for Castle & Cooke Resorts and I'm just here to speak to you in support of the proposed
budget--specifically, the monies that have been set aside for Maui Visitors Bureau and
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Destination Lana'i. I have been working in sales for Lana'i for a little over five years and
watched the steady growth that we've experienced in our visitor counts and occupancy. And
while Maui enjoyed a very strong year--Maui County did last year in 2000--2001 is gonna be a
very tough and competitive year for everyone, 2002 as well. Our pace is down. The monies
that you've proposed to increase to market Lana' i are crucial. As you know--being a small
community--when we have dips in our occupancy and visitor counts, that is felt throughout the
community. We depend so heavily on the visitors' dollars. We've got to educate the traveling
community about all the resources that there are here on Lana'i. We really want to make sure
that we're competing with destinations all around the world. And we work very, very closely
with Maui Visitors Bureau in making sure that your investment gets a good return--that we
work closely in ... um ... organizing our marketing efforts with what we do on our own and
with the funds that you give us--to make sure that ... um ... the money is spent wisely. So,
I'd like to see ... um . .. that increase or that increase continue and hopefully we can
... uh ... have a good year like 2000 in 2001 and 2002. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Todd. Any questions for Mr. Winston? Seeing none, thank you very
much, Todd. Next, we have Mr. John dela Cruz
MR. DELA CRUZ: Good evening ladies and gentlemen of the Maui County Council and thank you for
coming to Lana'i for this budget hearing. My name is John del a Cruz. I am a resident of
Lana'i City and I am here to testify in support for additional funding for the Maui Visitors
Bureau. I am a member of the Destination Lana'i Board of Directors. The Maui Visitors
Bureau has a close working relationship with Destination Lana'i and shares expertise in
operations, funding and marketing. Destination Lana'i works to attract visitors to Lana'i by
sending brochures to people who contact us on our toll-free number and the Destination Lana'i
website. The brochure is also distributed within the State of Hawai'i to the Hawai'i Visitors
Information Program. Outside the State of Hawai'i, the brochure and information about Lana'i
are distributed at Sell A Visitor Industry tradeshows that the Maui Visitors Bureau participates
in. These tradeshows are conducted in all sections of the United States to encourage people
there to vacation in our state, Maui county and the island of Lana'i. Destination Lana'i also
advertises the island of Lana'i in several travel publications. We are in the process of
designing a new brochure and website in hopes of making contact with more potential visitors
and providing more information about Lana' i attractions to help them make a decision to visit
our island. Destination Lana'i sponsors the Lana'i Pineapple Festival, which is a major activity
for Destination Lana'i and for the visitor industry on Lana'i. The Pineapple Festival is a place
and time where a big part of the Lana'i population get together at one place to celebrate just
being Lana'ians and share our enthusiasm and spirit with our visitors. Again, thank you for
coming to Lana'i and please support additional funding for the Maui Visitors Bureau, which
ultimately means increased support for Destination Lana'i. Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Any questions for Mr. dela Cruz? Okay, thank you very much, John. Next, we
have Ms. Eydie Treutler.
MS. TREUTLER: Chair Hokama and Council members. Some time ago, I testified before the Mayor
and his Administration on behalf of the Community Work Day Program, in support of the efforts
of those thousands of volunteers who spend their time and energies taking care of our land.
Tonight, I would like to reiterate my testimony. Community Work Day Program or CWD is
committed to the idea that many community problems can be solved by making community
service a regular part of daily life. CWD is a nonprofit affiliate of Keep America Beautiful
system. It is an action somewhere in the State of Hawai'i 365 days a year in collaboration with
businesses, community organizations and government agencies. The Administration and the
Maui County Council have been in partnership with CWD since 1983 and its statewide
campaign to end litter as a social problem reached a 75 percent litter-free status in 1995.
Many cleanups and beautification projects take place on a regular basis. Recently, under the
coordination of Castle & Cooke Resorts' Conservation Department, a community-wide beach
cleanup from the areas of Shipwreck Beach to Lopa Beach was conducted. The response
from the residents of the community--representing organizations such as Lana'i Community
Association, Lana'i Baptist Church, Coalition For A Drug-Free Lana'i, Lana'i City Lions Club,
Filipino Community Council, Baha'i Faith, the Canoe Club, and Castle & Cooke Resorts--was
overwhelming as they joined in the efforts to rid our beaches of litter. This year a budgeted
amount of $90,000 is listed as a line item under the Parks and Recreation Administration
budget. However, CWD is requesting an additional $10,000. CWD has had a flat budget for
the past three years. The additional amount is needed because of increasing operating costs,
including res .. , such as, increased dumpings and incoming litter costs, including ... um ...
responses to County agencies. Also educational and public information materials are being
depleted and need to be replenished. Community Work Day Program continues to seek
project funds and expansion funds from private grants, business sources and other agencies,
as well as Federal, State and County agencies. Each year CWD holds--in each island--The
Governor's Mahalo Reception, recognizing the volunteer efforts of individuals, businesses,
organizations and other agencies who have significantly contributed their time towards keeping
our island litter-free and educating others to keep our community and environment clean and
beautiful. On Saturday, April ih, CWD will come to Lana'i to hold this event. There are cost
factors involved in putting such an affair in the islands, including Lana'i. The additional
$10,000 will assist in this area. We thank you for your support of the Community Work Day
Program and urge the passing of the $100,000 appropriation in the Fiscal Year 2002 Budget to
support over 6,000 volunteers in Maui County, whose worked helped keep our islands
litter-free. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Eydie. Hold on, Eydie. Mr. Kane?
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Eydie, thank you for your testimony. I'm just trying to get clarification.
You folks are getting $100,000 plus you're asking for an additional $10,000--just to get
clarification?
MS. TREUTLER: No. The budgeted amount is $90,000 and we're asking for an additional $10,000.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay, thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any other questions for Eydie? If not, thank you very much. Next, we
have Georgina Kawamura.
MS. KAWAMURA: Aloha, Mr. Chair and members of the Council. Welcome to Lana'i. My name is
Georgina Kawamura and I have a few things I'd like to talk about. First as a board member of
Friends of Moku'ula, I did not have an opportunity to be in your chambers as ... um ... they
came in front of you for ... uh ... a request for funding to carry out some of the work that they
wanted to do, so I want to just thank you all for supporting that project. It is a definite
... um ... important link to our past and we wanted to preserve it for our future.
Secondly, I am a board member of the Lana'i Youth Center and I want to ask that you all
continue to support them. And you heard our children come and plant a seed with all of you
that we need a new youth center. So, I hope that you all keep that little seed in your mind and
that it may flower one of these days 'cause ... um ... if you go there when the kids are all in
the center, it really is ... um ... really too small already. They've outgrown it.
In, on behalf of the ... Police Department, please--they really need that new police station.
Three years ago, I think they were wanting to break ground and here we are still, that they
haven't, so--and for the record, by the way, the money was not spent. It was because people
from the community spoke up against the site that was proposed--across from the Hongwanji
church--and that's why we had to find a new site. And today you all were looking at the new
site and I think everyone agrees to that site now. So, let's get on and build the new station.
It was a surprise to hear about our new community center. I think most of us loved where our
community center is right now. Two years ago, I remember saying to the Administration at that
time, what we needed and what we ask for is just to improve it. It needs a paint job. It needs,
probably, a new kitchen. The one here in the center I'm talking about. And ... um ... and
maybe this year because you are all going to lower the fees, we can finally use it. 'Cause if
you can probably check the records--and probably in the last two years, you can count on one
hand how many times, probably, the center has been used. So, it's nice that a new center is
being considered but I just want to ask that ... um ... I'm gonna agree with Mr. McOmber.
He's gone but ... that's odd for someone to agree with him. Anyway ... (chuckled) ... that
more of the community, I think, needs to take a look at those plans. The people that were
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fortunate enough to be at that Saturday meeting--how lucky for them--but what about the rest
of us? That ... um ... it's a surprise to all of us and especially in the site that's being
proposed. Again, I want to speak on behalf of where the, our community center is right now
and hopefully a balance or some agreement can be struck. If it is going to be that we are
going to end up with a new community center--if you can also think about some of the services
that are provided on this island and if they could get some space in that community center
where it's a one-stop shop, basically, for some of our community services. That would be a
great idea too. So, mahalo for coming tonight. I appreciate you taking the time to listen and
hopefully that you will listen. Thank you. Bye.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Hold. (NOTE: He is calling Ms. Kawamura to return to the mic) Questions for
Ms. Kawamura? Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Good evening. What did you mean by one-stop shopping for
community services? What kind of community services are you ...
MS. KAWAMURA: Well, we have--thank you, Ms. Tavares. We have ... um ... Bernie sits here in
this old gym and then we have some--I think the immigrant services lady sits in that old, that
community center right now. There are just ... uh ... if we would review some of those
services that are provided to our residents and put them in one place, it would sure be
convenient for all of us. If there's room in that new community center, that would be nice.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any questions for Georgina? Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ... (inaudible) ... (NOTE: She's speaking with her mic off)
MS. KAWAMURA: But if you're gonna put the youth center down at that site that's being
proposed--behind the Hongwanji park, next to the Hongwanji park--I don't think the youth
center should be that far out of town.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
MS. KAWAMURA: Thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any other questions for Ms. Kawamura? Okay. Thank you very much,
Georgina. Next, we have Butch Gima.
MR. GIMA: Good evening and ... um ... welcome to Lana'i--you veterans and rookies. I'm glad to
have you here. I'm speaking, primarily, on behalf of the Coalition For A Drug-Free Lana'i. I
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want to thank you ... urn ... as I've thanked you many, many years ... uh ... for your
support of the Maui County Social Block Grant process, which ... urn ... the Coalition For A
Drug-Free Lana'i and the youth center receives a bulk of its funding. And as I've mentioned in
the last--I think this would be going on three or four years now that the coalition has submitted
a grant request, pretty much at level funding. And I think this year, it's decreased from
previous years. And ... urn ... ideally, we'd love to have a line item for the coalition because
we think it serves a ... urn ... important function in our community. As I've mentioned in the
last couple years, in order to stay at level funding, our staff of John Irons and Linda Marie have
adjusted their schedules and their work hours to accommodate the decreased funding
... uh ... that the coalition has received from the County. Fortunately, we have been able to
get ... uh ... supplemental funding so that we can continue to do ... urn ... almost the same
type of services for the past couple years. Our Federal funding that we received last year, I
think end, ended on March 31 st and so the coalition will have to seek other ... urn ... funding
to supplement what the County will provide.
I know you've heard a number of people talk about the Weed and Seed Program. And I don't
know if you know but we had a meeting last month and there were over 30 people that came to
the Service Provider Meeting in the afternoon and over 100 in the evening ... uh ... that was
for the community, which is pretty much unheard-of in our community. And I think what that
showed was that there was a lot of concern about drug use, drug dealing, and the criminal
activity that's associated with drug use. I think a lot of people came out of curiosity too about
Weed and Seed and the fact that ... uh ... this is a Federal-supported program. I say this
... urn ... because I think the coalition plays an important part ... urn ... in this community.
We're at somewhat of a crossroads, right now because all these years we've been providing
prevention services. I mean the Weed and Seed is, has more of a ... urn ... enforcement
flavor, although there is intervention and prevention. I just wanted you to know that it is a
serious ... urn ... problem now. It has been for a while. But I think in the last six months, it's
been a ... uh ... a bit more pronounced. I know it has been for me, where I work in mental
health. So again, your funding and your support of the County's Social Block Grant Program is
very much appreciated.
One quick note on the, on the preschool. I testified for the preschool for many years and my
son went there for three years. He is now a third-grader. And ... urn ... I feel his love for
learning started at the preschool and so that, I think, is a direct relationship between what
happens at our preschool here and the benefits that our children ... uh ... obtain. Thank you
very, very much--in advance--for supporting the community center, wherever it will be. Both
here and in central Maui ... for, for many of ... urn ... the County staff and especially the
athletic teams will appreciate this very much because we've ... urn . . . many of us have
testified before the MIL about ... uh ... how tough it is for our athletic teams to travel to the
different islands and having to stay in the gyms and ... uh ... the poor accommodations. So,
this will be very much appreciated and I know the teams from Moloka'i and Maui will
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appreciate being able to stay in ... urn ... in a new type of facility. So again, I thank you in
advance for that. Let's see ... uh ... I think that's about it. Thank you, again, for coming.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Gima. Any questions for Mr. Gima? Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you, Butch. Where do the teams stay now when they come
to play games here?
MR. GIMA: In the gym--Pedro Dela Cruz Gym. So, they sleep on the ...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: The Lana'i High School gym?
MR. GIMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So, are they sleeping on the wrestling mats?
MR. GIMA: Wrestling mats or they have some ... urn ... old mattresses stacked up in the storage
room. But I'd sleep on the mat instead of the ... (chuckled) ... mattress.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So, what's wrong with that accommodation?
MR. GIMA: One, it's ... urn ... it's a whole lot different than staying in, like a hotel or your hom .. ,
your own ... urn ... house.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: No, I mean as compared with being in a community center-MR. GIMA: Oh ...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: --which WOUld, basically, be ... a bare floor with I don't know what.
... (chuckled) ... But what, what I, what's the difference between staying in the gym?
MR. GIMA: Well, they going have cots. They're gonna have cots or ... urn ... air mattresses. See
look ... what, what we've had to do--what the school has had to do ... urn ... is we wrote a
grant to get Aerobeds.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. GIMA: And we take--the athletic teams take those to Maui and Moloka'i because they don't
want to just sleep on wrestling mats, floor or whatever. I mean that's the closest thing we can
come to a hotel room or our own beds and ... urn ...
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: When the kids come here to play, where do they eat?
MR. GIMA: Where do they eat? Game night--they eat with ... urn ... the rest of the team with
... uh ... for a potluck. Breakfastllunch--they go Blue Ginger, Tanigawa's ... wherever.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you.
MR. GIMA: Uh-huh. I mean they'll have kitchen facilities there. So if they wanna bring food from
Costco in coolers and they can cook over there too--if they want to.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any other questions for Mr. Gima? Mr. Arakawa?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, Butch. For the community center--if you had the choice
between where it is right now and expanding it and creating the center that ... urn ... a new
center there or moving it, where do you think would be the best position?
MR. GIMA: I mean one of the thoughts I had when the youth center was coming up here was ... I
feel okay with it being down there--Iooking at the site plan and the floor plan and ... urn .. .
combining it with ... uh ... what Kaui said about making it a one, one-shop stop--I think would
be ... uh ... beneficial too and then, then using the old bowling alley maybe for the, for the
youth center. It's a hell of a lot bigger facility than they have now. I mean when they, when
they did this one over there--I mean, from the start, everyone knew that was too small.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: What about doing that center right where the, the old bowling alley
is right now? Expanding that facility to create this, the youth, the center--community center
and youth center--a new facility right there?
MR. GIMA: I ... I wouldn't be opposed to that, you know, in concept. No ... no, I wouldn't be
opposed to that at all. The fact of whether it's down there or up there--if you have an enlarged
meeting area, if you have a certified kitchen, if you have ... urn ... places for the teams to
stay or for County officials to stay overnight, whatever--I don't care if it's down there or over
there. The main thing is it gets built so it can be used.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Wouldn't you think it would be more convenient for the teams to just
be able to walk to the gym or walk to Blue Ginger or ... being in the center of town?
MR. GIMA: Yeah, but--yeah! I mean, you know, I don't disagree with that but it's, it's not that
... (chuckled) ... much farther from down there. I mean, you know, Lana'i is like a mile by
mile-and-a-half. So, technically, you really don't need a car ... (chuckled) ... if you lived in
Lana'i unless you go hunting or go down to the beach or the airport. But you're right. It would
be a lot more convenient because it's a 1-minute walk versus a 7-minute walk.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. Anyone--any other questions for Mr. Gima? If not,
thanks a lot, Butch.
MR. GIMA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Next, we have Ms. Nani Rietow.
MS. RIETOW: Hi ... um ... welcome Chairman and Council members.· My name is Nani Rietow.
I'm a resident of Lana'i and I'm here to speak on behalf of Drug Court of MauL As you've been
hearing, there've been a lot of references made to the Weed and Seed Program. The Drug
Court of Maui would be working hand in hand with the Weed and Seed Program in theory.
However, if--the Weed and Seed selection process ... um ... is geared toward the community
with the highest level of crime. Although Lana' i has a very high level of drug abuse, we don't
necessarily qualify in the area of high crime rate, yet. But the more the drug problem persists,
the higher our crime rate will get. So, in fact, even though we may not--in actuality--be as
qualified for Weed and Seed Program selection as some other communities in the islands, we
still have Maui Drug Court available to us and ... um ... it's an incredible opportunity. And I
don't know if you know that right now they have ... um ... 45 clients. Their goal is to process
60 clients in the first six months of the program. That means they have 15 slots left and they're
planning to fill those slots within the next month or month-and-a-half. The Drug Court of Maui
needs increased funding to provide consistent services to the community. Their staff--their
entire program is all set up and ... what they would like to do is to continue to function with the
facilities, the staff, the resources they have available. They have ... um ... a problem though.
If they are ... uh ... going to be using up all the funding that they have, they won't be able to
afford to have any more clients. So, they'll have the whole service situation set up, they just
won't be able to afford to process any more clients. So we're--we would like to see a continuity
of treatment there because we feel it's very beneficial to the community of MauL The Drug
Court Program, at this time, can accommodate 60 clients. They plan to go full 120 for the
entire year. The costs for the 60 that they've been allotted right now, it's approximately
$215,000. To process the same number of clients--60--through the prison system, would cost
$1.9 million a year. So you can see that this program is ... um ... a very cost-effective way of
treating the drug problem and ... um ... to break it down even further, every dollar spent in
the Drug Court Program would save $8 for that same client to go through the prison system.
And ... and I don't really want to focus on the cost-effectiveness of the program because--in
fact--what you're really saving are people's lives, people's futures, people's families and
reducing the crime rate in our community. So ... um ... the goal is to process the 120 clients
within the first year of the program. That costs about $3,500 per client as opposed to $30,000
per client with the sa .. , that has the same criminal charges to go through the prison system.
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The Drug Court Program has been scheduled for a $100,000 Federal CDBG
grant--Community Development Block Grant--and thank you very much to Wayne Nishiki, Alan
Arakawa and Jo Anne Johnson for supporting that measure. The Drug Court needs this
continuity for sustained benefits for the community. It would be a shame to have all of those
resources available and have to shut the program down because they didn't afford to have
clients and then rehire everybody when the funds were available. We'd like the, the money
from the CDBG won't be available for a while. So, they need ... what they would like to do is
have ... um ... a match from the County for $100,000 to allow them to transition between
where they are now and when they'll be able to receive the CDBG money. Just on a little
aside, we ... the community--like Butch said--was very excited about the possibility of
providing a way to deal with the ever-increasing drug problem here on the island and we have
a meeting scheduled for Friday, May 11th. Judge Shackley Raffeto and the Coordinator for the
Drug Court Program--her name is Lillian Koller Schmidt--and also ... um ... Captain Tom
Phillips from the Maui Police Department is interested in coming and they're are also going to
be bringing, chaperoned of course, some of the members of the existing program. So, we're
going to have a meeting with the Castle & Cooke Resorts Corporation. Anybody in the
community who'd like to attend ... um ... we'd like to also work with Martha Evans and get
the school pulled into this too. But I think that if we ... um . . . can get people into this
program--I think it's the only program that's available that really has proven to have sustainable
results in terms of getting people out of the drug problem, getting them back on track, allowing
them to give back to the community that they've harmed and to become heroes in their
community and be mentors to people who are yet to undergo the same process of
rehabilitation. Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much, Nani. Just to let you know that--besides
Mr. Arakawa, Ms. Johnson and Mr. Nishiki--every other member of the Council did support the
funding. So ... (chuckled) ... the thanks should go out ...
MS. RIETOW: I think--actually, I ...
CHAIR HOKAMA: The thanks should go out to everyone.
MS. RIETOW: Thank you to everybody and ... um ... John Kinimaka--who's a friend of the Maui
Drug Court who briefed me earlier this afternoon--actually, I think, implied that the three
Council members that I mentioned were in favor of doubling the amount. But thank you to
everybody for supporting the program. I think it's the best thing that's ever happened to Maui.
Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Nani. Questions for Ms. Rietow? Okay, thank you very much. Next,
we have Martha Evans.
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MS. EVANS: Good evening, Chairman Hokama, members of the Council. My name is Martha Evans
and I'm here tonight as a community member but I am also the Vice Principal for Lana'i High
and Elementary School, Secondary Division, Grades 6 to 12. There's been a lotta talk about
Weed and Seed. I want to talk to you a little bit about that but I also want you to know that the
life of every child on the island of Lana'i is touched by drugs and alcohol--every child. The
Weed and Seed effort started as a response to some statistics that we were getting ... um ...
as we started to look at discipline referrals at Lana'i High and Elementary School. And as we
started to look at that and started to look at things that were happening within the community
... um ... one of the programs that some of us had some information about and were really
interested in was Weed and Seed. That does not mean that Weed and Seed is coming to
Lana'i. The presentations done by Steve Aim and Maile Kanemaru were part of an effort to
take a look at options that were available for a community such as ours. I think we all
recognize that Weed and Seed has been very successful in Kalihi-Palama and if you listen to
Principal Charlotte White talk about what Weed and Seed and for that community and for
Kaiolani Elementary School, you would want Weed and Seed in your community too. But we
do realize that it is a Federally-funded program and as such ... um ... it goes into areas
where there is the greatest need. I think what we're looking at is a program that can do the
things that Weed and Seed does and we know that no matter what program we get, it is
absolutely important that each and every one of us get involved. It's not the program that
makes the difference. You all know this. It's not the program that makes the difference 'cause
the program provides the outline--it's the people who get involved. And so, we were really
excited on March 8th , when 50-plus people showed up at the first meeting at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon or 2:30--1 forget what time it was--but 50-plus community leaders, business people,
service providers showed up at that first meeting. And then at 5:30 in the afternoon or
5 o'clock in the afternoon, we had over 100 community members here. I want you to know that
the excitement has continued. We had a follow-up meeting on March 22nd, at which time, over
50 people showed up and signed up for programs such as neighborhood watch. There's
... uh ... a couple of young ladies who are interested in helping with the teen pregnancy
issue. There are people who are interested in, in helping with all kinds of things. So Lana'i is
ready to take charge. And in fact, last week, Sergeant John Koenaole who is with Weed and
Seed Kalihi-Palama brought over some of his explorers and they did a community
neighborhood patrol, from what I understand. I was not on-island for that--and then the next
day--they did a Keiki 10. So, the people in Lana'i are ready. They, they realize that the life of
every single child on this island is touched by drugs and alcohol and they're ready to make
comit.., a commitment and make a difference. So we invite you. Our next meeting is on
April 12th and then they'll be a follow-up meeting with Judge Raffeto and ... um ... Lillian
Koller Schmidt on May 11 th and we ask you to please join us. And I will be in touch with
Councilman Hokama's office to make sure that you get that information and that you get that
information. I too got the same call that Nani got from John Kinimaka to remind me that it was
important that we testify on behalf of Drug Court. From the information that John has brought
from ... the, the information that has been shared and from experiences that I have had with
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people--both in and out of my family--who have been involved in drugs, I know that Drug Court
provides the best alternative and I ask for your support of that program. I understand that they
are getting that CDBG grant but I ask for your continued and additional support of that program
because it's a program that can work.
I also would like to ask for your support of the youth center. The life--remember--the life of
every single child on the island of Lana'i is touched by drugs and alcohol. One of the ways to
help our children to dream, to aspire, to look for alternatives ... is to provide them with those
role models. Provide them with those programs. Provide them with the opportunities that they
don't otherwise get--and the youth center provides those opportunities. I am really excited
about this idea of a multipurpose community center and I would really like to see the youth
center expanded as a part of that. I would also like to see--Councilmember Johnson--a skate
park on the island of Lana'i. It's interesting, over the past few weeks, kids from Maui have
been visiting and they're, they come on campus with their skateboards and say, "can I ride this
here--well, why don't you folks have a skate park" and so I want to plant that idea in your
minds too. Our kids, I mean, come to my office tomorrow morning--if you're gonna be here
tomorrow morning--and you will see an assortment of skateboards and scooters because
that's where they get to park 'em. Okay. So, it's popular on this island and it's something that
possibly would go over really big with our kids. Again, providing opportunities for them.
I want to support the appropriation for the new police station. I want to tell you that Lieutenant
Johnson and his staff have been doing a bang-up job here and we're very pleased. The
school is very pleased with the support that we get from the Police Department and I wanna
congratulate them and ask you to please support our efforts to give them a home that is
deserving of their presence.
And the last thing I wanted to talk about was the 21 st Century Community Learning Center
Grant that I was in touch with Councilman Hokama about. Lana'i High and Elementary
School, along with all of its partners, has submitted a grant proposal for the 21 st Century
Community Learning Center Grant. Some of you are familiar with that. Councilman Kawano,
Moloka'i has one of those grants. And it is--the grant is about keeping the lights on in schools
after the school closes down.
So, it's providing extended time--extending learning
opportunities--not only for the children but for the members of the community. And ... urn ...
I want you to know that the school is trying to do their part and we appreciate everything that
the County does to help support the people of Lana'i because ... the life of every child on the
island of Lana'i is touched by drugs and alcohol. Thank you. Thank you for coming. Thank
you for hearing me out.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Martha. Questions for Ms. Evans? Ms. Johnson?
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. I just wanted to let you know a little bit about that skate parks.
One of the things that our Council submitted was a hazardous liability reform at the State level.
There are--I guess there's one part of it that's left and that may be the beach liability part. Our
biggest problem with providing the skate parks County-wide is the huge expense with regard to
the liability insurance and we have YMCA running the two--actually, I guess it's just only two
right now--the skate parks and they're trying to open the one in Lahaina. Our other problem is
also finding monitors. Because even when you open the skate park, there are no monitors
who are able to really work for free because, you know, we can't really count on volunteer help.
So what we'd like to do is find partnerships in the community. So if you have any individuals
that would be willing to either work with boys or girls club or YMCA, please come forward and
we'll try and do something. And it may be that we can't do a full-on spine ramp but we may be
able to do ... um ... just one of the street courses or something. And we're also having our
Corporation Counsel and our Risk Manager look into the possibility of operating those where
they're a passive park, where we don't actually have to have monitors in place. So, they're
looking into that. So, I just wanted to give you the latest.
MS. EVANS: Thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: You're welcome.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Anything else for Ms. Evans? Seeing none, thank you very much, Martha.
MS. EVANS: Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Next, we have Mr. Pat Reilly.
MR. REILLY: Good evening. Councilman Hokama--welcome home. Friends, Council members,
fellow teachers--good to see you. I appreciate everything the County has done. I ... I, I'm
testifying as a resident, having lived here and worked at this school for over 20 years. I looked
at the census--3,164 residents of Lana' i. Now, that's the one that's due to demographics for
redistricting. I came 20 years ago--it was 2,400. Where will it be 20 years from now? The
issues you're talking about have to do with human beings and I know we're talking a lot about
CIP projects but the purpose of the CIP project is to deal with the human beings that are going
to exist on this island and how they will function with each other--drugs and alcohol, crowding.
And I'm gonna bring up one issue--housing. There are no houses on Lana'i. If you can't, don't
have houses, you don't have professionals. You don't have people who can live and help
other people. We're outta houses. The company's not building houses and the company is
the main owner of this island and the main employer. Teachers' cottages--we're outta
teachers' cottages. They're gonna tear down those two cottages at the front and Lieutenant
Johnson--when he was teaching there, here 20 years ago--used to room with me in those
teachers' cottages. We have, potentially, 60 teachers on Lana'i next year ... 700 students.
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When I came--500--went down to 435. The point I'm trying to make is ... um ... we need to
think outside the box in terms of planning. When Councilman Arakawa asked about the
placement of the youth center--that's a very good question--because the whole community
plan is based on what the Corporation has in mind for this community and we're so used to
thinking about the community surrounding Dole Park. That's the center of our community--and
I agree with you--that's where kids need to be. In the old days, I guess is ... everybody went
to the store, the kids played in ... (end of tape, start 2A) . .. the little league field and everybody
was convenient. But now this community is growing and I'm not sure whether we have a
concept yet of what a larger, broader community will look like. Will we break down into three or
four sub-communities? Will we have a new community at Manele Bay? Will we have a new
community at Ko'ele? And above those--when they sell the 750 lUXUry homes--will we have
sub-communities here in the, in this small town? So, what I'm, and what I'm encouraging us to
do is try to think about that in terms of the future. We have--and I think maybe Mr. Winston
could verify--over 100,000 visitors to this island every year and yet we're still isolated. We're
isolated because of, of airfares--$160 to get off this island, roundtrip for one child to travel-unless, through the grace of Expeditions, our teams and kids can travel to Maui through that
process. So in one sense, as we grow and these things are building, I can tell you--from
working at the school--our children and our community is still isolated. Parents are working
very hard and we need some other people in the community. When you ask for volunteers, I
don't know if there are people available to take care of the school, to run the hospital, to do the
service providers, to run Drug Court. I've always hoped that we could find a way that the
County and the State could somehow commingle funds or something. So, you can set up-yes, some buildings--but also some programs because you're gonna need to take care of
people to run these things. Even with the youth center ... um ... I, I thought school in Japan
for a year and everywhere I traveled, they would have centers where children can come--boys
on one end, girls on the other. They had the furros. They had a family that lived there that
prepared meals and kept the place nice. Well, who's gonna care for these facilities? Who's
gonna make sure that they're clean, well maintained and they don't revert to just sleeping on
dirty mattresses and ... um ... we'll have the same problem that we have now? So
... uh ... that's a long-winded Irish way of saying, we need to think about the future. One of
the critical issues I haven't heard tonight is housing. And I, I just need to emphasize that, that
housing is critical here and the price of housing has gone up significantly, probably not
compared to MauL But ... um ... when you look at the company plans--they're gonna build a
spa; they're gonna expand some other places. Maybe, we're gonna have an airport
expansion. We might have '" working on the harbor and what's happening is, those
individuals who come to the community with strong per diems--for instance, construction
workers. Those companies are coming in. They're giving their workers good money--$1200 a
month rent. I don't know who, you know, who's--what people can afford to come here? And
with hunting--the issue with hunting is--some people would just as soon not rent their house
long term because those 26 weeks of hunting are sufficient to provide a fairly decent income
and it's a good economy for the regular folks on this island. So, I'm encouraging to think about
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some planning and how we get qualified human beings over here to help out--run the
programs--after we build the facilities and we set these programs up. Thank you for coming. I
appreciate it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Pat. Any questions for Mr. Reilly? Mr. Arakawa?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Hey, Pat--you can't get away that easy. You know when we were
doing the community plans ... and a lot of my emphasis is to try and work with the plans that
we came out with as a community, which is why I'm, you know, pretty much questioning why
we're moving the community center. Along with that, we also looked at a lotta housing coming
up. And from what you're telling me, the housing isn't, isn't able to keep up--or the creation of
housing isn't able to keep up--with the population growth. Is that what you're really saying?
MR. REILLY: Well, I think, what you have is several sub-issues. One, I think, you're going to have a
Hawai'i, Hawaiian Home Lands housing development over here. That may take care of
people who wish to purchase homes and I'm not sure--frankly, I'm not as familiar with that
... um ... to know whether that would be strictly Lana'ians or whether people from all over
the State will be participating in purchasing and building those homes. I can tell you that as far
as hiring 60 teachers from the school--if we have a turnover of one-third of the teachers every
year, a lot of that turnover is based on no housing. Teachers cannot find a way to, to buy into
this community and stay around and participate in the community. They're stuck in teacher
cottages or in the Iwiole projects or the quads. And the company has promised to develop
those but I'm telling you that a lot of teachers will come and say, I'm sorry I can't live, I can't
find housing. And the administration will tell you the same thing, that they cannot hire teachers
because housing is not available and ... te .. , hiring teachers is a little weird because it doesn't
always happen in August. It might happen in September. It might happen in October. And if
those housing, if that housing is not available and the company needs to save its housing for
its hotel workers, then you have no other place to live in the community. There are not just
rentals. You, you can read the board. There are, there are just no rentals around.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So what you're telling me is, the housing that was promised during
the community plan process--when we were, when we were discussing where the housing
should be and the numbers of houses--that is not being produced at the rate it was supposed
to be?
MR. REILLY: I think ...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Or are you telling me ...
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MR. REILLY: Yeah, I ... yeah, I'm not challenging the company on that. I ... Lalakoa was done.
Right? That was completed. Iwiole was done. The quads are done. I think what you're
confronted with is the community is growing faster than anticipated-COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay.
MR. REILLY: --and the need for housing is growing in an unanticipated way and we need to take a
look at that.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:
Okay.
So you're saying that the housing is being--was
being--completed but the community is growing faster?
MR. REILLY: That's ...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So, therefore, we need ...
MR. REILLY: That's my belief, right now.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: We may have to be looking at Lana'i as one of the few that we
come in with and try and do affordable housing?
MR. REILLY: Something? I ... uh ... yeah. I, I--that's where I'm going. Or, or some way of working
with the company and the State to try to at least address that need for housing because it, it is
a problem here.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. And in the process--this budget process--we really ... it's a
time we have to look at whether or not where we're gonna try and do-MR. REILLY: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --housing again, 'cause we pretty much have stepped back from
doing affordable housing. And ...
MR. REILLY: I understand that.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: What you're proposing is-MR. REILLY: Take a look at it, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --us taking a look at it again?
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MR. REILLY: Take a look at it, again.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. So, thank you very much.
MR. REILLY: Thank you. Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Reilly--hold on. Mr. Molina?
MR. REILLY: Hi.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Hi. How's it going there, Pat?
teachers' cottages being done away with?

You mentioned ... uh ... two

MR. REILLY: Right. So, with the expansion of the school population to 700 and with the Felix
Consent Decree, we've gone from 30 teachers to 60 teachers--no place to live. However,
those two cottages were condemned because they had led paint. So under law, they must be
destroyed. We're gonna put classrooms there. That ... our push for classroom space in the
school is such that we've been working for a year or two with the Department to try to get land
and I think the Council did provide us--in the plan--with land beyond the baseball field for
possible school expansion. That is desperately needed and we're still working at that as--and
you know how long that takes to go through that process. So, probably ... we have a
commitment from--Principal Myers said the DOE and the Community Housing and
Development Corporation has committed to build, to destroy those two houses, take that,
those led cottages away. Unfortunately, they are great old houses and we're gonna put two
portables there ... and they will be used, probably, for Felix services. Our Felix class students
are now in a, in a population of 700 students. We have over 150 Felix I.D.E.A. students. We
have therapists coming to this--when I first came, I was the only counselor for the whole school
K to 12, 500-plus kids. Now, we have 10 Special Ed. teachers--therapists--6 or 7 therapists
supposed to be coming, if they can find therapists. Therapists won't come here. They can't
afford to come. They can't live here, so they--guess what they do--they go back and forth on
the boat everyday. And we've had therapists say, "I can't afford to come to Lana'i; I don't make
enough money off my cases to pay for my airfare and serve these kids". So if you want people
to invest in a community, you gotta let 'em live here ... and feel that they can live--on the
salary that they get--they can live here and afford to live here, raise their families here and
invest in the community. This constant itinerant process, which is part of the hotel industry and
it's also part of the school. Guess what you get? An itinerant community. And guess who gets
hurt? The kids.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. So, Pat, I bet you've been here for what ... uh ... how many
years?
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MR. REILLY: Twenty-two.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: In 22 years, you've just seen this increasing turnover of teachers each
year and it's ... uh ... specifically caused by the housing shortage and the cost of living here?
MR. REILLY: Well, that's not the only reason.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
MR. REILLY: Lana'i is not for everybody. Lana'i is a rural area and not everybody enjoys the Lana'i
lifestyle. You know, they'd rather be in Honolulu and do whatever Honolulu has to offer but ...
you all, but the expansion--the need for more people--from 30 teachers to 60 teachers. How
many--now you have a dialysis unit. You have more nursing services. You have Straub Clinic.
You're gonna have an increased police force ... uh ... social services. This was the whole
issue in the development, right? As you develop, who gets the, who gets the strain? The
social service support agencies. And where does that money come from? Bingo--the County
and the State. So now--I, and I, I can reflect on the CDFL. I was a Charter member and I think
Mr. Goro Hokama was a Charter member 15 years ago when we ford .. , when we formed
that--a coalition of people concerned about alcohol, tobacco and drugs in this community. At
that point, there was no serious concern because the evidence wasn't there yet. Now
you--you hear tonight--every child is touched by alcohol, tobacco and other drugs in this
community. The company is very concerned. They've, they've, they've now come out and
said, "oh we are very concerned about drugs and alcohol in the workplace". Law enforcement
with Weed and Seed is now very concerned, because the cases are building. So, the concept
of coalition has already been there--but now you have a concern and now people are willing
now to come together to try to tackle this problem. And you, what you have is 3,164 people. I
think, by next time, you can bet 5,000 on Lana'i. And what, what does that mean for State,
State and County revenues and services coming to this island? And what burdens will you
guys have to take from your budgets to ensure that people in Lana' i are served?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thanks, Pat, for your concerns and ... uh ... good luck. I know you
have some other pressing issues this Thursday.
MR. REILLY: Coming up, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And I can safely speak for the rest of the members of this Council--you
guys got our support and wish you success in your financial endeavors with the State.
MR. REILLY: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Any other questions for Mr. Reilly?
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I had one question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I just wanted to ask you, Pat. Would you have any guess as to how
many units we might be able to ... you know, let's say-MR. REILLY: Well, I ...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --what the need would be for just to kind of fill this gap that we're
looking at? Do you have any idea?
MR. REILLY: See ... I mean it's, it's hard for me, because I think when you talk about affordable
housing ... urn ... my assumption is you're talking maybe about what formerly was called
Section 8 and whether people would qualify to go into those homes. That's one issue--who
could get into those homes? But I think there, you know--in terms of number of units--if going
into those homes opened up some other homes to allow something else to happen, you know,
probably, you know, 50 units would help ... something like that, 50 units would help. But
... urn ... again, I think it would depend on who qualifies to go into those homes and what
kind of housing you're talking about.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thanks so much. I, I know we're facing similar problems on West
Maui that the hotel workers--we have--cannot afford to live in West Maui and then our tax base
is also riSing.
MR. REILLY: Exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So it's creating an even worse situation for all of us and ...
MR. REILLY: And I know that happens-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It's not an easy ...
MR. REILLY: --in other resort communities around the nation but it's something that we have to
tackle in terms of, there is no suburbs here. It's all right here. If it doesn't happen here, it
doesn't happen. They just leave.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No. We're, we are trying to work on that and be a little bit more
proactive and ... uh ... I know that myself and other Council members too really share your
concerns 'cause we've heard a lotta people speak about similar issues.
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MR. REILLY: Okay, thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thanks very much.
MR. REILLY: I appreciate it.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. Just to let you know, Pat. We have been told by the
Department of Housing and Human Concerns that there are over 1,000 affordable housing
units yet to built to fulfill conditions of approval in the County of MauL Okay. Next is Mr. Sol
Kaho' ohalahala.
MR. KAHO'OHALAHALA: Aloha again, Council members, Chairman Hokama. I'm gonna go real
quickly just to support some of the other projects that have come before you earlier ... Aloha
Festivals - 10,000, E Malama I Na Keiki 0 Lana'i Preschool - 65,000. Just a, just a ... uh ...
a thought on that--this preschool was started over 25 years ago, when this community was still
a pineapple plantation community. And it was unheard of that preschools would be here to
take care of the early childhood development in families because that had always been
relegated to either the grandparents or the aunty and uncle who stayed home. But through
this one effort, three people put the preschool together and today, we can only tell you that it's
needing much more help because that need has grown in the last 25 years. So, please
support the E Malama I Na Keiki 0 Lana'i because that's truly what they are doing is they are
here to malama the children of Lana'i in every way.
The Lana'i Youth Center expansion. I can tell you that I've gone to the Lana'i Youth Center to
help do some of the kinds of Lana'i stories that they would like to have as part of their
programs to offer the youth. In the one day that I was there, over 25 kids came charging in
from outdoors to fill that only one center space within the youth center and it was full. Okay.
So, we had to rearrange the place. We had to move tables away so that there would be more
seating space on the floor to accommodate that many kids, who learned about Lana'i, who
sang songs about Lana' i, and got to get a ... uh ... an appreciation for their island home. So
the need is, is really there. And as you heard--the youth center--so I want to support any
efforts for an expansion in space or even location or a new, new building.
The Lana'i Police Department. It was an issue when I was on the Council. ... (chuckled) ...
It's still an issue now ... and I would hope that this would be the year that you would help to
move that forward and accommodate the Police Department in every way that they need.
What Georgina brought up earlier was correct. Location was a main concern for that Police
Department well over three years ago and it was because we felt that the best place for the
Police Department was to be located within the core of Lana' i City. That's where they're most
visible. That's where most of our activities occur. That's where most of our businesses are
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located. So, therefore, it just made sense to keep them on, in the, the, the central location of
the town. So, I wanna continue that support for the Police Department with that vision.
The Lana' i Community Center. As most of the people have indicated tonight, except a few
privileged that were part of the Mayor's Advisory Council who sat with him on Saturday--as I
understand--are aware of plans for community center development. What I want to talk about
is, I am in full support of a community center. Especially one that is going to have a certified
kitchen because many of our ... uh ... organizations on Lana'i are being challenged right
now with the Health Department's requirements for having food prepared in a certified
kitchen--especially when they're being sold out in community events--and we have a
marketplace every weekend now of which food is prepared. We would not want anything to
occur that is going to be of a health issue but of the--on the other hand, we wouldn't want them
to be embarrassed to, to be shut down in the process of an event going on. So the way to
accommodate that is to make sure that we prepare it and have for them the kind of facility with
a certified kitchen. So, I'd say that the community center should have that. There was funding
a year ago, a year and a half ago, to look at putting a certified kitchen in the current Lana'i
Recreation Center and that funding has gone and passed by and has lapsed and nothing was
done to, to move it into that direction. So, I am saying that--Iet's not miss ... uh ... looking at
that important need in the community. And, and when it's appropriated, then we gotta start to
use the monies to, to implement that. Okay. The thing that I wanna talk about is the location
of the community center. And again, I've heard several comments for and against the location.
What I wanna express to you is that this community was built with it being focused centrally.
The oldest pictures that you will see of Lana'i has built Lana'i City--it was, at one time,
considered the only real planned community because everything is built within the core of the
town. Everything was focused in through town and that's, in part, the reason why the police
station was an issue because we wanted it to still be in the, the core of town. We talked in the
Lana'i Community Plan ... uh ... development that we would expand the core of Lana'i City
to make it into a "T', where we would now incorporate 'llima Avenue and moving down south
to the location of the, the current seniors' housing. And that all of what used to be the
plantation yard would be the most logical way to expand Lana'i's central community--whether it
be for commercial, park, or even housing for elders to be located within that--and we had
included that in our community plan as a way of trying to keep the, the central focus in to town.
Now, I heard a comment about the community changing and the population increasing and,
therefore, perhaps that we need to look at some other plan that might consider other
communities--like the Manele community or the Ko'ele community. I think--if we lose sight of
what this community was essentially created with or the concept--then, in fact, we have now
changed Lana' i from its own fabric to become some place other than it really was and you'll
see the, the, the little whittling away. If we take these kinds of opportunities for community to
be moved outside and located elsewhere from the core, we are going to see a change within
this community that's going to be more impacting than we realize. And those unintended
consequences perhaps will mean losing that whole community in itself because now we no
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longer need to be--we no longer need to be brought in together to feel ac .. , as a community
once more. So I wanna ... uh ... leave you with that thought about the need for a community
center. But yes, I think it needs to be a community-centered facility that's gonna be centered
to always remind us that this is one community that was built around its activities, built around
its commercial activities, built around a park--and that's why we have Dole Park. If there is a
community center built, the question is how will it accommodate all of these other needs that
we have, like multi-services. Now, we're talking about housing students, traveling ... urn ...
all of those things and then perhaps looking at attaching a youth center to that. While we are
looking at a, a, a whole new kind of facility but I would say, let's take a look once more within
the core of Lana'i City and see whether or not that's not possible to be accomplished. And
make it ... uh ... keep that or bear that part in mind because I think that's what Lana'i has
been built around and that's what we need to consanly .. , constantly be reminded of is our
central family of, of activities, work, and to live around. So, anyway, that's my, my two cents
about the community center.
I will also wanna support ... urn ... your continued funding of Moku'ula. I see Moku'ula on
Maui as, as one of the most Significant projects for historic restoration and that the story of
Moku'ula is also Lana'i's story. It's also Moloka'i's story. It is part of Maui Nui's story. So, I
am here to support that--even though it's located on the island of Maui--because everything
that it will talk about is going to include who we are on Lana'i, Kaho'olawe and Moloka'i.
So, two ... maybe three other things. I want to support ... urn ... the Drug Court. When that
project was funded by the State legislature--when it was called the Maui County Drug
Court--we did not expect that this program would leave the island of Lana'i and Moloka'i out.
Now, it was due to insufficient funds to have that program accommodate those people on
Moloka'i and Maui and that would have required the Moloka'i or the Lana'i person--who might
qualify for this program--to have to relocate, find a place to live on Maui on their own in order to
be ... uh ... to access the Maui Drug Court. So, here's a program that I think is wonderful.
It's something that we need. But it needs to be supported and expanded so that when we talk
about Maui Nui, we are not talking about Maui only. We are talking about four islands that are
related--Lana'i, Moloka'i, Maui and Kaho'olawe. So, keep that in mind when you're looking at
these projects that are inten .. , have well intentions but have now--for some the lack of funding
or without the foresight of inclusiveness, have just by that action--Ieft out islands like Lana'i
and Moloka'i. So, I wouldn't want that to continue.
I wanna talk about something that I think we rely on and that's transportation here on Lana' i.
We've talked about the lack of air transportation. We've talked about the cutting back of
services by a current airlines. So, for the island of Lana'i, it makes the Expeditions one of the
most reliable resources for transportation that the people of Lana'i depend on. But beyond
that, I would like to propose that the Council look at an expansion of what ferry services are
currently being offered to the residents of Lana'i, so that they may also be ... uh ... systems
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available to the residents of Maui and Moloka'i. Granted that Moloka'i is going to be up and
running ... uh ... with a new ferry that's being built and is, is now here in Hawai'i. But all that
does is it connects Moloka'j to Maui and the Expeditions connects Lana'i to Maui. What I
foresee is that some of the alternative modes of transportation within Maui County should
move ferry systems like this well beyond just a point-to-point--meaning that a person on Lana'i
should be able to get into Lahaina, as perhaps a hub, and be able to transfer on another ferry
system, that might take them to Moloka'i. Or that same person might come into Maui and
want to access Ma'alaea, central Maui, or want to access south Maui. And even accessing
north Maui, through Kahului, that these opportunities for alternative modes of transportation
when we're experiencing the cutback in many of the, our airline flights to keep Maui County
intact. So, I would say I'd like you to consider supporting an expansion of transportation in this
particular mode by boat that will allow us to move freely between our three islands and into
several different ports on Maui. So that it would be an available mode of transportation that
helps people to move themselves and their goods and if you know Lana'i people--that's very
important and even for Moloka'i. So, I'd like you to, to support that idea in the, in the overall
view of alternative transportation within Maui, especially West Maui. Okay.
And then ... um ... two more things. One, I wanna do a plug for telecommunications and I
woul.., I would like the Council to continue their support in the i.., in the area of
telecommunications. But I would like it to be realized as--we initiated on the Council many
years ago--not only a live feed to the proceedings at the Council but also an opportunity for a
live and interactive, so that I could be here at this mic talking to you while you're sitting in the
Council Chambers giving my three minutes of testimony and be able to interact with you and
have, answer questions that you may have. And make that a system that is ... um ... a basic
requirement for our County because we are the only County of islands and, therefore, we
should be looking at those kinds of opportunities to keep us connected so that we are always
in touch--whether we're on the same island or we're on our separate Maui Nui islands and still
being able to, to be in touch. Because if I can convince you as a policymaker on an idea that's
really great and I have this last minute opportunity to be connected to you--even if I cannot
physically be on Maui--and I can help you to see that point of view and have you support that
idea and pass it, to me, that is what the access to government is all about. And so I would say
give us that opportunity in our County--not in any other County--just ours' Maui Nui to access
and make telecommunications a basic requirement for how we run County business and
policymaking.
And then the last plug I have and 1'11--1'11 be quiet after this--is we have never ever considered
Kalaupapa as someplace that we should support or give any consideration for, for supporting.
I would like to make a plea for the Council to consider looking at some of the ideas and the
programs that the, that the residents of Kalaupapa have had. Granted ... uh ... they are a
program that's administered under the State Department of Health and that most of their
funding comes directly from the State Legislature, the idea is that we are still a part of those
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communities and the people that are, are, are part of Kalaupapa and ... um ... they need
some help. So, beyond what they are currently getting, I think ... uh ... if the Council would
consider looking at some of those additional requirements or needs that the residents of
Kalaupapa may have, I would ask you to take a look at that. And as we have supported State
programs in other areas like Miconia and like the--we've helped the Federal parks to do the,
the ... um ... the ... um ... the lands that are there by Ma'alaea, where we supported the
putting up of barriers to protect those environments. These are Federal programs. These are
State programs. This County was the one that took the step and a very proactive one to help
those programs because ultimately those areas are gonna be our resources. So, I think that
was far out that, that the Council did this. Now, I'd like to ask the Council to look even closer to
home to some of those other people that live within our islands. They are a part of who we
are. They have just been divided out to be dealt with separately and perhaps ... um ... they
could use some help if we would begin taking a look at Kalaupapa. So, I'd like to ask you to
consider that.
And lastly, I think, in all of this day, in all of the, the things that everyone has asked for
tonight--whether it's in facilities, whether it's in employment, whether it's in housing--I think that
the, you should consider looking at all of these requests in terms of their sustainability. And
always consider how these, these new programs, how these current programs are gonna be
able to be around for a long, long time and what their impact may have on the economics of
our people in Maui County. If you think that a program implemented that's being asked for
cannot sustain itself and cannot have a positive impact on the economics then it's something
that you should consider either changing or not funding at all. And then if it has an impact
negative on the environment of our Maui Nui community then it should be something that
should look for what positive outcomes would come. And that should be also basic
requirements in how you make your policy for any requests that come before you as a Council.
So, with that, I want to thank you folks for allowing me to speak and mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Kaho'ohalahala. Any questions for Sol? Seeing none, thank you
very much.
MR. KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you .
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
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CHAIR HOKAMA: That is the end of our testimony this evening, Lana'i. And on behalf of the
Council, we thank you for your presence and we thank you for sharing your thoughts.
And--any announcements by the members? Seeing none, thank you very much and good
night. This meeting is adjourned.
ADJOURN: 9:12 p.m.
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G. RIKI HOKAMA, Chair
Budget and Finance Committee
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